TOPICS

English Language:
- Unit 1 was covered in “A Night in a Jungle” in comprehension. All related exercises were done.
- Articles, Antonyms and Synonyms were also covered this month.
- Paragraph writing was introduced and explained.

English Literature
- Explanation of why anthology is written,
- Different genres of literature and an extract from ‘Dracula’ was done using Questions and Answers, word meanings, sentence construction, contextual phrases and character sketch.

Mathematics
- Numbers beyond 100,000.
- Comparing numbers
- Approximation
- Prime and Composite Numbers.

Science
- Reversible and irreversible changes.
- Soluble and Insoluble substances.
- Mixing and Separating Solids.

Social Studies
Unit 1: Karachi
1. Interesting facts about Karachi.
2. Location and Climate
3. The Coast of Karachi
4. The Port of Karachi

Islamiat
Surah Fatiha
The surah’s translation, importance, background, some facts and its application in our daily life were discussed.

EXTRACURRICULAR
- Independence Day was celebrated with much zeal and fervor in school. The students sang the National Anthem and enjoyed the national songs.

ACTIVITIES & EVENTS

Mathematics
- Number disc activity on Place Value.

Science
- Experiments on soluble / insoluble substances.
- Clear and cloudy mixtures were prepared.
- Sorting, sieving activities were done.

Social Studies
- Old images of the city Karachi was shown on PowerPoint presentation.
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